This article addresses contact sensing (i.e., the problem of resolving the location of a contact, the force at the interface, and the moment about the contact normals). 
Introduction
Manipulation requires contact between a robot and an object. Although contact is the fundamental interaction that occurs in manipulation, most current robot systems do not adequately sense or use contact information. Instead, they rely on precisely pre-positioned objects and joint information to guide the robot into contact with these objects. As we move toward more general forms of manipulation in less structured environments, robots must rely on sensory (and, ultimately, perceptual) (1987) Nicholls and Lee (1989) and Howe and Cutkosky (1992) for extensive surveys of the technology.
An alternative approach, developed in detail here, relies on force and torque measurements to reveal a contact's location and force components. One of the simplest embodiments of this concept is shown in Figure 1 . By measuring the moment m and the force f at the fixed end of the cantilever beam, both the position of a single contact and the magnitude of its normal component of force can be found as: p = f and c = m/ f . A two-dimensional version of this idea permits contact location and normal force measurement on a plane by simply measuring the force normal to the plane and two moments in the plane. One embodiment of this idea was patented by Peronneau (1972) . It turns out that it is also possible to sense the location and force components of contacts occurring on a nonplanar body, under appropriate assumptions. Minsky (1972) mentions this idea in conjunction with a force sensing wrist on a robot. Salisbury (1984) (1988) . Okada (1990) presented a suspension cell-based tactile sensor, very close in spirit to this sensing concept. Bicchi (1989 Bicchi ( , 1990b (Mason and Salisbury 1985) .
If The proof of this property takes a few steps and is presented in Appendix A. The significance of this property is related to the fact (to be proved shortly) that it is possible to give an expression of the contact centroid in terms of force/torque measurements only. Although an intrinsic contact sensor is not able to provide an image of the actual contact points, we have an idea about the contact distribution, since the contact points are required to &dquo;lie around&dquo; the contact centroid, given appropriate constraints on surface curvature, defonnability, and friction (see Fig. 2 ).
As a corollary to the property above, consider a generic compressive distribution A whose tractions comply with Coulomb's friction law. Given the assumptions as described in Proposition 1, it is required that the projection of every friction cone on the plane P is inside the sphere S'. Suppose we had a spherical sensor with a coefficient of friction = tan ip. Then the hypotheses of Proposition 1 are satisfied if every contact point falls within a cone of angle 0 = ~r -2W, as illustrated in 2. The term traction (Johnson 1985) indicates a force per surface unit, comprised in general of a normal component (pressure) and tangential (friction) component.
3. The concept of a contact centroid was not explicit in the initial definition of the soft finger contact given by Salisbury (1983) ; that definition was based on an assumption of a very small contact area. The contact centroid introduced by Bicchi (1989) allows for a broader applicability of the soft finger contact type. It should be noted that for flat surfaces, the contact centroid coincides with the center of friction introduced by Mason and Salisbury (1985) .
4. We will show in Section 3 that for convex surfaces, the contact centroid is actually unique. Note that because of the definition of contact centroid, we implicitly require that p is compressive (i.e., directed into the surface) and that q is normal to ,S'. Expanding equations (1) through (4) yields a nonlinear system of 10 equations in 10 scalar unknowns (i.e., the nine components of p, q, c, and I~). However, by simply substituting equations (2) and (4) (6)).
Whenever fTm #-0, I'(K) has an inverse I'-1(K) such that, by solving equation (12) to be the point on the sensor surface closest to the calculated centroids. The worst case is when a whole edge of the sensor surface is in contact with the object. Because local torques can be exerted and no normal direction is defined, both methods discussed above would fail. However, the practical relevance of such cases is negligible.
More complex surfaces that do not comply with the above assumptions of convexity and regularity can be dealt with in some cases. For example, a typical manipulator arm is composed of individually convex surfaces but is not convex as a whole (Fig. 7) . Eberman and Salisbury (1990) discussed the use of joint torque measurements to infer information about contacts occurring on the last link of the robot. On the other hand, a force/torque sensor at the base of the manipulator would sense contacts on any link but would not be able to distinguish among them. By the use of both base force/torque sensing and joint torque sensing, it is conceivable to realize a fully sensorized robot surface. A &dquo;whole hand&dquo; manipulation system, employing intrinsic contact sensors in each phalanx of its three fingers and in the palm, has been designed and a prototype finger built, as reported by Vassura and Bicchi (1989) . 
Discussion
In this article we presented material on the mathematics and mechanics of intrinsic contact sensing and attempted to organize it into a coherent formulation of contact analysis from force measurement. The article's main contributions are perhaps the introduction of the concept of contact centroid, along with the proof of its geometric properties, and the presentation of mathematical methods to compute its location on a sensor surface. In this section we will briefly elaborate on these themes to underscore some interesting aspects.
The interest of the contact centroid for characterizing soft fingers contacts follows from its property of being located inside the convex hull enclosing every contact point. To illustrate this, a simple numerical example will be worked out. Assume that the real pattern of contact on the surface of a spherical sensor is comprised of only four points c¡, ... , c4, located on top of the sphere as shown in Figure 8 , and let +6 and :i:8&eth; be the coordinates along the ~-axis of points cl, c3, c2, and c4, respectively.
Let the local contact forces exerted at these points be hi =(-hfa h~~ -1)~ h2=(-~,~,-l),h3=(~,~,-l), and h4 = (h f, h f, -1), respectively. Another weakness of the iterative method is that the multiple solutions of equation (17) Brock and Chiu (1985) and Bicchi and Dario (1987) .
The latter article discusses the application of optimal design techniques to miniaturized force/torque sensors; such approach is expanded in a more thorough treatment in Bicchi (1990a) .
The applications of intrinsic contact sensors to robotic manipulation are numerous, and several have been experimentally verified. Although it is not possible to detail these applications here, they will be cited for reference:
1. The exploration of unknown objects by probing with an intrinsic tactile sensor, and the reconstruction of their surface profile has been described by Brock and Chiu (1985) and later by Tsujimura and Yabuta (1988) . Both authors employed the point contact method algorithm. Bicchi (1989) of a planar surface P(r) = 0, the contact centroid of A on P lies inside the convex hull enclosing every point re c (Fig. 9) .
Proof. Consider a line p on the contact plane P passing through at least one contact point r~ and leaving all others on the same half-plane, as depicted in Figure 9 . By Definition 1, a set of forces equivalent to the given contact set is comprised of a resultant force p = fP v(r) (Fig. 10 ) and a plane P(r) = 0 intersecting S. Let n' be the normal unit vector to P, pointing at the half-space where P(r) > 0. Assume that a distribution A of contact tractions v(r) is exerted on a set C of points relying on P and internal to S, and assume that the tractions are compressive with respect to n' (i.e., n'T v(rc) < 0, for all r~). In these hypotheses, the contact centroid of A on S lies in the half-space P(r) > 0.
Proof. Because of the first property of contact centroids, the distribution A of contact forces applied on C is equivalent to its resultant force p applied to a contact centroid c' on P, and torque q, such that c' is inside S and q' is parallel to n'. We denote with c, n, and q the contact centroid of A on S, the associated normal, and the local torque, respectively. Let e = c -c'. However, the contact centroid is well behaved, in the sense that it will stay on the same side of the areas being touched (Fig. 10) .
PROPERTY 3. Consider a deformable body whose undeformed surface S'(r) = 0 is convex, and assume that a distribution A of compressive contact tractions is exerted on a set of contact points C = {rc} of S. Consider a plane P(r) --0 that divides the surface of the deformed body in two portions, so that every contact point is confined in one half-space (see Fig. 2 
